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Player
Paul
Bruce
Chris
Ernest
Patrick
Tim

Hero Name
The GM
The Abyssal
X-Celerate
Yowie
Overwatch
Dynamo Joe

Alias
“The Victimizer”
Haskell Marston
Dooley Marson
Hugh Sullivan Marston
Tom Marston
Atomic Devastator Mk
2, SN: BLADE-034-DW

Description
Runs the game
Dynasty, Mystical, Sorcerer, Decisive
Speedster with the Magical Heart of Speed
Size-Growing Relic-Powered Cop
Military, Training, Flyer, Distant
Former Villain, Artificial Being, Blaster, Lone
Wolf

Bruce joins in to find Chris telling a long tale about an American comedian paying off various English
hecklers for varying rates of money. Tim notes that he’s been there before. Paul keeps his mouth shut –
nothing about the conversation seems safe. Patrick and Ernest exult in their own silence. They have
spent long hours heckling comedians in England, and they have their own war stories from the
experience. Also, a deep familiarity with the poorer grades of blended whiskey and questionable gin.

Hero Point Bonuses
Last session, the characters earned 4 Hero Points. This session, they can be used for bonuses – but the
bonus size needs to be defined at the start of the session.

Montages!
As the kaiju retreats, the cloud of yellow dust that engulfs the Kincaid oil rig starts to settle down. A fine
haze of yellow dust falls over everything. When the electrical disturbances dissipate the way is clear for
helicopters to approach and aid the injured oil rig workers. The rig operations manager, a hefty guy with
suspenders and hard hat, praises the team for their intervention.
While the manager talks, an old oil worker sucks on his teeth. “You people arrived here before the
attack. That means you knew it was comin’! That means the oil company knew it was coming! Those oily
corporate bastards, those Conteh execs are the worst.” The characters note that his name tag is “Arnie.”
X-Celerate notices that there is some blood dripping out of Arnie’s sleeve. He finds that the old man
took a puncture wound, similar to those inflicted by the giant fleas. Arnie sneers, “This is just a little
scratch, I’ve had far worse on this rig dozens of times.” X-Celerate ignores Arnie’s protestations, patches
up his wounds, and directs him to a medevac chopper. He goes along to ensure that nobody starts
turning into a giant flea monster. Dynamo Joe keeps a careful eye around for slimy corporate executives
in the mold of Paul Ryser.
Overwatch notes that Dynamo Joe had been swearing a lot. He helps the robot clear out his language
buffer (this also serves as a healing scene for Dynamo Joe, who got lightly singed while rescuing oil
workers).
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With Dynamo Joe dealt with, Overwatch turns to collecting samples of the yellow dust from the cloud.
He gathers some samples with a gadget he designed, but doesn’t realize that he contaminates himself
with some of the dust in the process. He finds that the dust particles are more like spores – not exactly
plant, animal, or fungus, and alien in nature. They have some similarity to brain cell matter. He
speculates that the spores’ mutagenic properties might have been responsible for creating the kaiju.
Overwatch hands some of the spores to Yowie, who has deep affinity with plants and is noted as an
investigator in his own right. He concludes that they are unrelated to Earthly plants, but he cannot
determine its origin – alien, mystical, or something else.
On the helicopter flight back, the badly wounded Abyssal gazes into the waters. He can still see how the
water swirls in the monster’s path, even though it has been gone for hours. As he watches, his mind is
drawn down, deep into the depths. He senses that the monster was living in the depths for a long time,
disturbed by the human oil drilling activities. He is so lost, he doesn’t even realize that Overwatch is
hooking him up to a blood regenerator that cures his injuries.
Back on the mainland, X-Celerate goes back to the key donation barrel and refills his pockets.
Apparently, excess supplies of unused keys are a problem in Australia and various charitable
organizations have established key collection barrels to help the situation. Few know that X-Celerate’s
costume was once used by another, older hero called the Golden Key. Is the lost history of Golden Key
linked to the oversupply of keys? Perhaps time will tell…

Chowder Bay Headquarters Meeting
The Kaiju Defense headquarters tower is in Chowder Bay, near the Sidney Institute of Marine Science.
Vanessa Marston calls a meeting in the company’s deeply out-of-date conference room. Nightwalker
appears last, phasing through the door as a dark, shadowy form. He takes a seat in calculated insolence.
Vanessa narrows her eyes at Nightwalker. “Everyone, the financial situation is far more dire than we
expected. KDI is highly leveraged, we are running short of cash, and we have no more than two months’
worth of working capital. We used to be the most respected name in giant monster removal, but there
has been some bad press and the Old Man’s focus was distracted.” She looks pointedly at Nightwalker.
There is a new competitor on the scene, Giant Monster Extractions. They came from nowhere, and have
their own superheroic backing in the form of the hero Ambuscade. He gained a lot of popularity in the
Oblivion Crisis – everyone has seen him on television taking out Onyxia with a flamethrower and
sacrificing himself to save Mainstay. After that, all of his former crimes were forgiven and he has been
able to start his own company. And now he posts videos of his fights with giant monsters to YouTube.
Yowie points out, “We should stay away from YouTube, that’s only for old people. We need to start
posting really fleek TikToks, that’s where all the kids are.”
Half of the group has no idea what TikTok is. The others suspect that “fleek” is no longer valid slang.
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At this point, Nightstalker sneers, “This is a waste of time! I’m just going to go do my job!” He stalks off
in high dudgeon.
The AI Control speaks up over the intercom, “I was aware of the poor financial health of the company,
but I was forbidden to say anything. I must follow my programming, even if I know it to be a bad idea.”
Vanessa sighs. “You should know that Ambuscade has offered to buy KDI. He offers a lot of money, but
not nearly enough to account for all the debts.”
Dynamo Joe suggests, “We could make money by robbing banks! That’s how my last operator handled
money problems?”
Vanessa asks Overwatch, “Dear, are you sure his control switch is set to ‘Good’?”
Overwatch notes that he’s still working on some of the finer points of ethics and legality with the robot.
Yowie scoffs at his sister’s concerns. “Don’t worry, the Marstons always come through!” This doesn’t do
anything to help her state of mind.

Meditation Upon the Waves
Later that night, Abyssal stares out over the bay. He said little during the meeting, and now he watches
the patterns of the waves. His meditation is interrupted by a cough. He spits up a cloud of yellow dust.
He elects to do the responsible thing and tell nobody. Surely he can deal with this on his own.

Dark History of Conte Oil
After the meeting, Overwatch returns to his lab to study Conte Oil. He learns that they have a long and
sketchy history, going back to their corporate origins in South Africa. A few years ago, the chairman
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Michael Conte vanished under questionable circumstances. Since then, the Conte family has not been in
charge of their own company – faceless board members and executives make the decisions. There is a
rumor that much of the Conte family’s stock was sold to a woman named Aviva Natasha Aldred. She is
part of the family that controlled Aldred Industries, until the company built the robot Omnitron, and
now (if the story is correct) she controls some 40% of Conte Oil.

This Wasn’t the First Time
X-Celerate follows up on the leads from Overwatch’s investigation. He breaks into a Conte facility along
Cannery Row and finds some images of a giant crocodile (maybe the same creature that attacked
Kincaid, maybe a related beast) attacking another Conte ocean facility.
Shortly after finding the images, he is overcome by a horrible coughing fit that leaves him almost
incapacitated. As with Abyssal, he coughs up a mass of yellow dust. He sags down upon a pallet and calls
his team members to describe his troubles. Overwatch is busy asking Nightstalker to help when Abyssal
shows up, because he “had a feeling” that X-Celerate needed help – and one of his planar shadows just
happened to be nearby. Unfortunately, one of the reasons Abyssal’s precognition led him to Overwatch
is because his own symptoms are worsening – and is only in barely better shape. The two of them
stagger out of the Conte Oil warehouse and onto Cannery Row.
Meanwhile, Overwatch opens the door to Nightstalker’s room to find the hero looking like he was
weeping. Overwatch notices that Nightstalker has a poster of Ansel Moreau (also known as Stuntman as
a hero, and Ambuscade as a villain) on his wall, a poster he has turned into a dart board.

Contamination!
Overwatch and Yowie finally pull up next to X-Celerate and Abyssal in an aged KDI van, a panel van with
a Godzilla head mounted on top of it like any other exterminator van. They bring the two wounded
heroes back to the KDI headquarters. By the time they return, Yowie is also showing symptoms. He, XCelerate, and Abyssal end up in isolation. X-Celerate studies the others and finds that their lungs are
contaminated with tiny eggs, each containing a tiny flea-like creature.
Dynamo Joe proposes using radiation and electricity to cure the infection. He uses a nuclear probe on XCelerate and finds, to his dismay, that nuclear energy actually strengthens the fleas! Some of them hatch
and start to grow at an accelerated rate, threatening to kill X-Celerate. Tense moments follow as
Dynamo Joe desperately tries to extract the flea before it kills the hero. He succeeds, but at a cost – all
of X-Celerate’s Qualities are reduced by a die size for the next action scene.
Upon one of the other tables, the Abyssal calls upon the powers of the Amulet of the Abyss. His body
fades in an out of coherence with the Earthly plane as he attempts to leave the flea eggs in a different
plane of the metaverse. His effort is successful – but it comes at a cost. The Amulet is partially torn from
him, leaving the Abyssal only partially connected to Earth. He loses access to his Amulet powers for a
time.
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Yowie deals with the infection by just being very tough – he survived Weaponized SARS, he can survive
alien flea eggs. And it turns out that he is right! The flea eggs simply die out within his leathery, cigarhardened lungs.

Great River Hospital
While the characters are working through their own problems, Control comes on the intercom to report
a problem at Great River Hospital. The characters know that the wounded oil workers were taken there!
When they show up, they find a foul yellow mist flowing out of the building. A giant flea is in the
Reception area, menacing a nurse! X-Celerate and Yowie descend upon the monster. Dynamo Joe and
Overwatch try to neutralize the anti-electrical effects of the cloud and restore power to the hospital.
Dynamo Joe in particular simply crashes right through the walls, flanked by a cloud of drones.
Overwatch eliminates a large section of the cloud just as a scream echoes down the corridor and
another flea hops down the corridor, blood upon its mouthparts. A flea attacks X-Celerate, who dodges
out of the way – but the flea clings to him (and gains 3 points of defense). X-Celerate responds by
smashing the creature’s head. The second flea bites Abyssal, who feels his links to reality fray.
Overwatch shoots down the second flea. Bang!
Dynamo Joe notes, “I am a mobile generator!” He plugs himself into the hospital system and restores
full power. The lights stop flickering… until one of the basement generators blows and the system
becomes unstable again.
Yowie looks for the source of the mist, but all he finds is more fleas – and realizes that they must be the
source!
X-Celerate speeds down to the basement and fixes the generator fault with (literally) lightning speed.
Apparently, simply spinning up the generator core really is a thing!
Overwatch and Yowie search the hospital corridors. Yowie encounters Dr. Broussard (D6 lieutenant) in
the Operating Theater. She is fighting three fleas off with an oxygen tank. Yowie grows to gigantic size.
He reaches out and grabs one flea, using the thing to club another one to death. And Dr. Broussard clubs
another flea to death with her oxygen tank. And from nowhere, the Abyssal shows up and ends the flea.
Dynamo Joe plows through walls, searching for more fleas. He doesn’t find any fleas right away, but he
does do quite a bit of damage, and gets a nice +2 boost from his momentum. He finds four fleas in the
Burn Ward, then blasts all four of them with an electrical storm.
X-Celerate moves from the Basement up to the rest of the hospital, looking for more fleas and absorbing
speed from the environment as he goes. He gets into the MRI room and finds three fleas. He flings one
key at the on switch. The machine powers up and fills the room with a powerful magnetic field. Then he
casts a handful of keys into the field. All three fleas are perforated by accelerated keys.
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Abyssal fades from view and moves into Oncology, where he finds two more fleas. He destroys both of
them before they realize he is there: they are too busy chewing on a cabinet of cancer drugs. He moves
on to the ICU, where three more fleas are chewing through supplies. He suffocates one of them with a
protective gown, then bowls over a second with the body. Overwatch buzzes by, destroying one of them
with a smart bomb. Dynamo Joe moves in and latches a calibrated kill-drone onto it.
Yowie follows Dr. Broussard as she runs into the hallway looking for more fleas. They find three more
fleas in the wreckage of the ER. This is where most of the injured oil rig workers were taken, so the place
is full of their exploded bodies. He throws one into another, killing both of them. Dr. Broussard kills the
third, proving that her dedication to the hospital is second to none.
With the fleas destroyed and the electrical grid stabilized, the hospital is saved!

Figure 1: Dr. Broussard

Montages
Dr. Broussard ignores Yowie’s somewhat ham-handed attempt to hit on her. The others suspect that the
presence of so many dead patients in the ER might be having an effect on her ardor. She tells the
characters, “All these patients with serious wounds came in, and they suddenly started dying! Do you
know what happened?”
The characters tell her about the attack on the oil rig.
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Dr. Broussard looks very concerned. She reviews the list of people transported from the Kincaid rig
attack and tells them that one of the victims refused medical treatment, a man named Arnie Cooper.
She notes, “A lot of these oil workers think they’re too tough to need treatment.” By this time the
characters are already pinging Control for Arnie’s home address.
Yowie isn’t willing to give up on Dr. Broussard quite that easily, giant fleas be damned. He sets out a plan
to go all out for her, a fine dinner and an excellent cabernet sauvignon. She tells him that she’d be happy
to go out on a date with him if he can save Arnie Cooper. He is right chuffed (and get a boost).
The Abyssal surprises everyone by plunging his hand into the carcass of one of the dead fleas. He draws
X-Celerate wants to know how the infestation ran through the oil workers who didn’t survive. He
reviews their medical records and the surveillance tapes at superhuman speeds.
Dynamo Joe is a bit of a glory hound, and wants to ensure that everyone knows that he (and KDI) saved
a hospital from giant fleas. He uses his loudspeaker (also known as his “voice”) to tell the
neighborhood… which sadly convinces most passers-by that he’s very loud. It also prompts the Natural
Intelligence Defense Association to start demonstrating against him.
Overwatch flies ahead of the others to perform aerial surveillance of the area.

Golden Creek Caravan Park
Arnie Cooper lives in the Golden Creek Caravan Park, a place that was probably a pleasant retirement
neighborhood until the giant fleas arrived. By the time the characters show up, the disaster is already
well underway. A yellow haze covers the area. Children scream from within a crashed school bus – giant
fleas menace the front of the bus, while the electrical lines it sideswiped have created a fire at the back.
Overwatch looks deeper inside the park from his autogiro. He sees a giant dog kaiju fighting a giant
robot. Dogzilla! He guides the others, telling them about the threats. Nightwalker turns down his angsty
music and transforms into his shadow form. He heads to engage Dogzilla. He sees that that the robot
has GDI logos on it.
Dynamo Joe runs to the bus. He moves the downed electrical cables away from the vehicle door, and
uses his treads to fling dirt over the flames. X-Celerate runs in at blinding speed and uses his shocking
Devil’s Dentist move to assault both fleas, shoving them into the ground. The bus driver cheers!
Abyssal’s planar shadows flood in like a swarm of nightmare bats and fly the children to terrifying safety.
Yowie steps out of the van, puts on his shades, turns up the AC/DC (“Thunderstruck”), and grows to
huge size. He stomps across the caravan park towards Dogzilla. His passage draws the attention of a
cloud of giant fleas that had been dispersed through the area. It also inspires two Bogans with a sniper
rifle to start shooting. Fortunately, they shoot mostly at fleas and Dogzilla (D8 lieutenant). Their first
shot gets the creature’s attention – the characters see it’s rubbery skin shudder.
Dogzilla unleashes his doom howl upon Robo Superb. The GDI robot takes the attack poorly, and the
echoes hinder the entire rest of the group. Robo Superb responds with a volley of missiles that hits
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Dogzilla, and almost everything around him. One of them strikes near a stack of propane containers,
sparking a spreading fire. And then the fleas attack Yowie, forcing him to defend himself. He lays about,
kicking one flea into another. One flea is felled, the other is injured. Then X-Celerate passes by in a
horrible game of duck-duck-goose, using his teleportation powers to leave keys in each flea’s head. The
fleas fall like ninepins, twitching in their death throes.
Dynamo Joe tries to hit Dogzilla with his sickening nuclear blast. The creature notices the attack, but
proves to be resistant to radiation. Fortunately, it is not enhanced by it the way the fleas are.
Nightwalker uses his powers to phase the burning propane tanks into the ground. Success!
Overwatch buzzes Dogzilla with his autogiro, protected by a swarm of Abyssal’s shadowy duplicates.
Dogzilla swats at the craft as Robo Superior mocks Overwatch and the KDI personnel, “Hahaha! You are
too late! You should sit back and watch as GME handles the situation! Elephant! Lava Fist! Keep them
from causing trouble!” Panels open on the side of Robo Superb, releasing a man with the head of an
elephant and a figure in a pressure suit with a fist that glows like lava.
Elephant stomps against Yowie, but X-Celerate shields him from part of the damage. Lava Fist sprays
lava, catching both X-Celerate and Dynamo Joe. Some might think that Elephant and Lava Fist are very
similar to Ambuscade’s old henchmen Hippo and Magman – but surely that’s a coincidence, and not just
new costumes. In spite of the fact that Elephant yelled, “Hippo smash!” when he attacked Yowie.
Dogzilla doesn’t care about the rivalry between Ambuscade and the characters. He just smashes up
Robo Superb a bit more, and unleashes another doom howl. More fleas come boiling out of the folds on
Dogzilla’s flanks.
Overwatch takes a shot at Dogzilla. The creature barely acknowledges the attack. Nightwalker comes
out of the shadows and phases through a trailer to attack Dogzilla as well. X-Celerate follows up with a
supersonic rampage that leaves Elephant and Lava Fist staggered and the last giant flea out of the fight.
Yowie leaps to the attack, spearing Dogzilla with his aboriginal spear.
Dogzilla looks bloodied. At least he knows he’s in a fight now.
Elephant, angered by the fact that Yowie just ignored him, grabs at the giant’s ankles and howls,
“Elephant throw!” His effort is absolutely ineffective.
Dogzilla strikes with a combination of slobberknock and group fighter. He sends half the party spinning.
Then another Bogan leaps out and tries hitting Dogzilla with a cattle prod, accidentally proving that
electricity strengthens the creature. Control chirps up, “I checked Arnie Cooper’s social media. He does
have a chow dog!”
Nobody needed to know this.
Yowie stabs with his spear, gouging deep into Dogzilla’s meaty flank. X-Celerate follows up with a
horrible phasing attack that deeply injures Dogzilla and damages Robo Superb. And in a remarkable
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moment of validation, Nightwalker runs up Dogzilla’s body and uses a phasing attack to punch the
creature in its brain. Dogzilla collapses on the ground.
The last strains of “Thunderstruck” fade away.
Dynamo Joe uses another electrical storm to cripple Elephant, Lava Fist, and Robo Superb.
Inside Robo Superb, Ambuscade curses, “This footage! It is useless!” He recalls Elephant and Lava Fist
and flies away. Overwatch chuckles, because he’s got his own footage that he intends to put to excellent
use.
The two guys with the sniper rifle (who survived against all expectations) come over all full of smiles.
“We’re like honorary superheroes now, right?” Nobody disagrees.
The characters check out Arnie Cooper’s trailer. He is absolutely dead. And while the giant fleas don’t
seem to mutate humans, they have a terrible effect upon dogs.

The End of the Session
The session ends with the characters victorious over Dogzilla. There may be more to learn about the
yellow dust, but for now the trail has run cold. The group gained five hero points for use next session.
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